1. Introduction. In this note, we announce results on the structure of the unoriented PL cobordism ring, 9l* L , and the Z 2 -characteristic classes for PL bundles, H*(BPL). All homology and cohomology is with Z2-coefficients, unless otherwise indicated.
There is a sequence of ü-space fibrations
Û(G/PL) -> PL -> G -> G/PL -> BPL -> BG.
The Z 2 -cohomology of an iJ-space is a Hopf algebra over the Steenrod algebra. R. J. Milgram [5] has determined H*(G) and H*(BG), and D. Sullivan [7] has determined J7* 2. Surgery obstructions. We first recall some results on G/PL (and G/TOP) due essentially to Sullivan [7] (and R. Kirby and L. Siebenmann).
(G/PL) and H*(Q(G/PL)). Our main results, determining the Hopf algebra structure of H*(PL) and H*(BPL), follow from spectral sequence arguments, once we have determined the map H*(G/PL)-*H*(G)
The homotopy groups are given by w n (G/PL) =7r n (G/TOP) = P n , where P n = Z, 0, Z 2 , 0 as ^ = 0, 1, 2, 3 (mod 4), respectively. However, the natural map G/PL->G/TOP has as fibre an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(Z 2t 3).
There is a map G/TOP-^n^i K(Pn, n)=K(P*) which induces an isomorphism of Hopf algebras over the Steenrod algebra H*(K(P*)) C^H* (G/TOP). Let ilf w be a closed manifold, ra^O (mod 2), and let 0: ikf m -*G/PL be a map. Then there is a Kervaire surgery obstruction SK(M W , <fi) £Z 2 and a formula for £# which uniquely characterizes the class K&-2 = Snfcl &4n~2 [ô], [7] .
where F
(Jkf) is the square of the total Wu class V(M) = J^o Vi(M) EH*(M).
Let lf w be a Z 2 -manifold (that is, wi(M) is the reduction of an integral class z x (M) EH 1 (M, Z)),m = 0 (mod 4), and let 0 : ikf w ->G/PL be a map. Then there is an index surgery obstruction si(M m , $)£Z 2 and a formula for sj which uniquely characterizes the class i£ 4 If ^4 is a graded Hopf algebra over Z 2 , let ^4* denote the dual Hopf algebra, and let A(^4)C^4 denote the Hopf subalgebra generated by squares.
If X is a graded set, introduce Hopf algebras P(X), the polynomial algebra on primitive generators X, T(X) = P(X)*, the divided power algebra on X, and E(X), the exterior algebra on primitive generators X. Then E(X)~E(X)*.
The graded set s(X) will be the set X with elements shifted up one dimension.
The space SG is studied in [4] and [5] by identifying it with the degree one component of (XS° == lim»-^ (O n S n ). 
(SG).
The notation is that of [4] . The following two paragraphs and Lemma 3.1 are reformulations of theorems of [5] .
There
is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras H*(SG)^H*(SO) ®A ®(®n^Cn) where A=Z 2 [e i i, i) \i^l]<mdCn = Z 2 [e I \l<ES(n),e(I)^l] are Hopf subalgebras of H*(SG). As an algebra, H*(SO)csiE(ei\ iâ 1).
The coproduct is A(e n ) = 2 **+ƒ-* £»®ey. Further, e t =e*([i?P(i)]), where 0:i?P(00)-»SO is a certain map.
is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras H*(BG) = H*(BO) ®BA ®BC 2 ®(® n * z BC n ), where BA =E(s(e {i , i) \i^l)) t £C»=P(5(er| I eS(n), e(I)^l)),
and £C ri =P(s(e r | JG5(»), *C0è2)). 
The map H*(G/PL) ->H*(SG).
s K (M XN,a -(3)-s K (M XN,a-p) = {(V(M X N)-a*a(V) ® l) n -(V(M XN)-1® P*<r(V))n, [M X N]) = ( V*(M X N) • ( Z) E «M»<) ® /SVwy) ), [M X tf ] \si(MXN,a -0)-si(M XN,a-0) = (Sq^iViM X N)-a*c(V) ® \) 2n^) -Sq\{V{M X N) •1 <g> P*<T(V))2"-I), [M X N]) = (v*(M X i\0 ( Z 'M* ® <r(v>2)A + Sq 1 (( Z V 2i (M)SqWu(M)) ( X Z «M*»<) ® f3*
is a graded set such that there is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras H*(K 1 )~T(W)®T(l\ieS(2), I^2J).
5. The main theorems. In this section, we state the main results. The proofs consist of (careful) applications of the Eilenberg-Moore or Serre spectral sequence of the fibrations involved.
